Elemental artistry: Bill Viola unleashes a new show
at Yorkshire Sculpture Park
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Bill Viola, a pioneer of sound and video art – and in person slight, gentle and of a spiritual bent – is a
true artworld heavy weight. Any Viola show is an event. And one as large as his new show at the
Yorkshire Sculpture Park is a major event.
This is Viola’s largest show in the UK in ten years, taking over the park’s wonderful Underground
Gallery and, even more thrillingly, its 18th century chapel, first used as a gallery space last year by Ai
Weiwei. The Viola show includes ten works, including the premier of a new piece, The Trial.
Viola is not a details man. He deals in the big issues: birth, death and the dreadful spiritual passage
from one to the other. He also has a thing for the elemental, particularly fire and water.
The Trial, then, is typical Viola. Twin screens show a young man and woman; still, face forward and
naked from the waste up (neither, it must be noted, are unattractive). They are deluged with various
liquids from something oily and viscous, through bloody to milky to clear water. Viola calls this ‘five
stages of awakening through a series of violent transformations’. (Over lunch he revealed that neither
‘actor’ was told what they were in for during the shoot. Their shock and eventual relief when the
deluge ends is real.)
2005’s Tristan’s Ascension, shown in the chapel, does something similar but in reverse and to thrilling,
sometimes suffocating, effect. Tristan (as in Tristan und Isolde – the piece is part of a four-hour video
originally created to accompany Wagner’s Arthurian opera), lies prone on a slab until a reverse drip
turns into a reverse deluge, slowly pulling him up the long, tall screen and away to who knows where.
Amidst all the high-definition, high-concept videos, the earliest work in the show, 1995’s The Veiling,
seems particularly lo-fi and more effective for it. Nine sheets of cloth are hung, evenly spaced along
the large gallery space. Two projectors at either end of the room beam in nocturnal images of a man,
in one case, and a woman in the other. As Viola has it: 'Recorded independently, the images of the
man and the woman never coexist in the same video frame. It is only the light from their images that
intermingles in the fabric of the hanging veils.'
Perhaps the most affecting piece here though – and Viola is not afraid of violent emotional effect, of
engaging the heart and mind – is 2007’s The Return, in which a high-definition, full-colour, middleaged woman passes through a screen of water to become grainy and black and white. It is a passage
full of pain and wonder and powerfully moving. (The Return is the second work you see in the
Underground Gallery and when the trick is repeated later on, in The Innocents, its power is diminished,
coming off more like a Doctor Who special effect – if one of its better, more resonant ones.)
Back in London meanwhile, Blain|Southern and The Vinyl Factory Space are going much further back
into the Viola archive. Blain|Southern is showing Moving Stillness (Mt.Rainier), a mixed media work
from 1979 using actual water, while The Vinyl Factory has two sound works from the same period,
made in an empty swimming pool.
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